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The Children of War
By Jennifer Plante
There are more than 300,000 child soldiers in the world today. Complex economic and
psychological factors have contributed to this large number; while some of these child soldiers
qualify as slaves, many do not. Although there are several United Nations (U.N.) conventions that
protect the rights of the child, many states have had difficulty implementing such protections. This
has led to the perpetuation of the child slavery problem. Unfortunately for the children involved,
their troubles do not end with the fighting. After the conflict, former soldiers must undergo the
oftentimes-painful process of rehabilitation and integration back into society.
For the militant groups that utilize them, child soldiers are often a necessity. In many countries,
particularly in Africa, the adult population is severely diminished due to war and disease, which
results in a large proportion of the population being comprised of children under eighteen years of
age. So, in order to fill the ranks, militant groups use children as soldiers. Additionally, the
prevalence of child soldiers has been aided by changes in weaponry from centuries past. Deadly
weapons are now small and light enough for even ten year-old girls to carry and use. Furthermore,
children make good soldiers because of their obedience and reported fearlessness in battle. This
combination of factors makes it all but impossible for armed militant groups to overlook the use of
children as a resource in war.
For militant groups, there are obviously significant advantages to using child soldiers. As a result,
they will use any method available to ensure the presence of children in their ranks. The media and
popular culture have made famous the plight of child soldiers who are orphaned and forcefully
drugged. For many children this is a reality, as these unfortunate children are forced to partake in
military operations and to commit atrocities against their own people. There is no question that
these children are victims of slavery.
Some children choose to join the ranks of militant groups, which also contributes to the
continuing use of child soldiers. In poor, conflict ravaged states, children find themselves without
families and without structure in their lives. Militant groups often fill this void by becoming a
surrogate family and by providing informal military training. Children also join militia groups for
revenge. Loved ones are murdered and children find themselves with few options. They often join
groups to exact revenge on those who destroyed their families.
Whether children want to directly participate in armed conflict or not, laws that protect them
from such participation have been only moderately successful at best. This lack of success is due to
two factors: ambiguous language in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and
difficulties associated with implementing Western ideas of childhood on non-Western states. The
CRC states, “Parties shall take all feasible measures to ensure that persons who have not attained the
age of fifteen years do not take a direct part in hostilities” and that recruitment of children between
ages fifteen and eighteen should begin with the oldest first. This ambiguous language does not
strictly prohibit the use of child soldiers and because of this, groups have continued to get away with
the use of child soilders in armed conflicts.
Many people advocate for more forceful language, as well as a stricter and more encompassing
definition of a “child.” While the CRC specifically defines a child as a person under the age of
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eighteen years of age, the rules change in times of conflict; during these times it lists fifteen as the
acceptable age for participation. Humanitarian groups want to see the “straight-18” position
adopted, which would prohibit the use of children under eighteen in armed conflict. With the
Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in
Armed Conflict, the age for recruitment is raised. Although the language is still weak in the Optional
Protocol, raising the age of recruitment makes it more difficult for militia groups to allege confusion
over the age of their soldiers.
These ideas about age and how to define what constitutes a child are difficult and complex; they
become even more so when Western ideas are imposed on non-Western states. Children in these
places lead hard lives, and are thrown, prematurely, into adult situations. It is difficult to say that a
child of fifteen cannot decide for him or herself whether or not to join a militia group when the
child has been on their own and making decisions alone for a while. Conventions that are in place to
protect children are not always feasible, and have proven difficult to enforce.
Rehabilitation and reintegration are also serious hurdles for child soldiers. The psychological
needs of each child are different depending on the child’s experience as a soldier. Girl soldiers are
often the victims of sexual abuse, and thus, require separate therapy to overcome particular
emotional wounds. Also, a child who is abducted and forced into service has different needs from
one who chooses to enlist as a means of revenge. Besides medical and psychological care, former
child soldiers also need training and education. They need to be taught skills in order to join the
workforce and to become productive members of society. Many states do not have the resources to
provide for such services, and former child soldiers often turn to crime to survive.
Unfortunately, there are children around the world who not only have to witness war, but who
also participate in it. Some child soldiers truly are victims of slavery, abducted and forced to commit
terrible crimes, all for the benefit of their captors. But, the reasons why children participate vary—
from coercion to revenge—and they are not all helpless victims. Child soldiers will continue to exist
even if states agree with and attempt to abide by a set of rules that strictly prohibits their use. The
problem will only cease when it is no longer beneficial for militia groups to recruit child soldiers, and
when children in poor states have other options besides joining these militant groups.
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overshadow the safety of children. The article brings up the issue of children voluntarily
enrolling in the military, and questions when they can make that decision for themselves. She
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contends that instead of changing treaties, the only effective way of ending the problem of child
soldiers is to give children alternatives to military life.
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presents four priorities which must be addressed in order to prevent the use of child soldiers.
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improved care and protection of children who are in immediate danger of becoming soldiers,
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Detachment’.” Anthropological Quarterly 73(4): 180-194.
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FRELIMO believed female emancipation was central to their ideology. They could therefore not
afford to allow half the population go unutilized in their fight. These two ideas, taken together,
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compelled FRELIMO to recruit girls, who joined the fight out of fear and respect. Although
many women have had difficulty reintegrating back into society, they experienced a previously
unknown sense of empowerment while they were fighting with FRELIMO.
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Tonnies’ dichotomy: Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft. This article views the problem of child soldiers
from a social worker’s point of view, and is meant to be relevant to social work practice even in
the West.
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Annotation: Although peace talks have been in development in Nepal since November 2006, the
Maoists’ military group, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), has continued to recruit children.
This report provides information on the methods the PLA uses for recruitment, and the impact
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